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Weekdays after 6, All 
weekend Mike Moodboard

Assistant Videographer
4/10 (prelim mood 

board)

Keeping it simple, 1 (or 2 person 
max) storyline with cut scenes to drone 
captured video.                                   
Can we tie in TOYS to represent 
robots?  I igmht be able to pull 
something interesting from work 
archives

- Drone & Stop Animation (w/ 
TOY)

Apartment Interior, Park 
Grounds, 

Alex Writer/Script 4/10 (Script for read 
through)

Meher Editor + Actor

A murder mystery type theme that 
would require a drone to follow our 
subject around corners and floors - 
kind of like Blair Witch style - utilizing 
the drone as not only a 
stablizer/dolly/steadicam to follow the 
action, but perhaps be built in to the 
storyline - as a character itself in the 
storyline.

- HDR
- Drone camera International House

Leo Writer/Script 4/10 (Script for read 
through)

1) Internet of Things + Security: how 
visual data from connected objects is 
used for surveillance purposes
2) Robot Aesthetics: how computers 
see the world, and how this can be 
turned into a visual expression

In a near-future, where 
connected objects are 
ubiquitous, the protagonist 
realizes that his objects are 
spying on him for an unknown 
reason...

- Suspense film style
- HDR, Kinect, Edge Detection & 
Face Detection with OpenCV
- Wireless IP Camera ($75)
- Drone camera
- Multiple perspectives

Millions of Internet-
Connected Teddy Bears 
Leaked Kids’ Recordings

McKibbin Lofts (BK)

Article by The Guardian: 
Internet of Things 
Government 
Surveillance

Mondays after 3, Harry Videographer

1)Robot-Human Relationships: Not 
exactly romantic, could be also 
obsessive or envious. 
2)Uncanny Valley: Creepy and 
disturbing robots both in way of being 
and looks.(We could use make up on a 
real human to 'robotize' it)
3)Maternity by robots: It would be 
interesting to bring something as 
human as maternity but to robots. 
Could be even just for the last scenes, 
maybe something like  turns out the 
evil robot was pregnant?  

-"2001: A Space Odisssey " style 
athmospheric feeling consisting 
mostly of nerve-wracking dialogue 
(robot-human) rather than action-
sequences.  
-Fake as if it was done in one shot 
or least shots as possible, kinda 
like "Birdman" or "Rope"
-

All inside a place, the 
exterior is reveled at the 
end of the movie. Could 
turn out outside it's a 
robot world, or it's the 
60's and the main 
character was just 
dreaming a different time 
and space. Maybe it all 
was a VR headset demo 
at BestBuy. 
 Maybe different "acts" 
of the movie happen in 
different rooms. I feel 
like bringing the space 
from friendly to creepy 
along with this "insanity" 
that would be 
developing. 

"I may be paranoid, but 
not an android"  Line 
from a Radiohead song, 
could be inspiring or 
brought into the project 
somehow. Makes me 
think of a plot twist in 
which they doubt the 
"humanity" of a main 
(human) character. Or a 
robot saying that, just a 
line that could send 
chills down the viewers 
spine.

Corey Moodboard
Editing + Actor

4/10 (Prelim Mood 
Boards)
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